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Lazy Linear Combinatorial Uniflcationy
MARCO BELLIA AND M. EUGENIA OCCHIUTOz
Dipartimento di Informatica, Universitµa di Pisa, Pi„sa, Italy
In this paper we deflne a two-rule reduction system for the lazy computation of uniflca-
tion on flrst-order terms. The computation consists of a sequence of reductions which is
almost linear with the size of the input. Every reduction transforms the problem into an
equivalent one which is a better approximation of the solution. The approach is based
on a combinatorial system which provides abstractions for terms and term uniflcation,
and does not resort to any speciflc reduction control strategy. The abstraction on both
data and control makes our system suitable in any applicative context where uniflcation
is required.
c° 1999 Academic Press
1. Introduction
Since 1965, when Robinson (1965, 1992) deflned uniflcation as the substitution rule for
resolution, it has been widely used in several areas of computer science, e.g. programming
languages, automated reasoning and artiflcial intelligence (Siekmann, 1990). Several al-
gorithms have been proposed to improve the complexity and e–ciency of Robinson’s flrst
algorithm which was exponential in time and in space, see Knight (1989) for a survey
on the subject. At the end of the 1970s, two algorithms for ordinary flrst-order terms
(Paterson and Wegman, 1978; Martelli and Montanari, 1982) and one for rational terms
(Huet, 1976) were proposed, which unify in linear or almost linear time. The deflnition of
such algorithms above all proved that uniflcation can be computed at a feasible compu-
tational cost. In fact, such algorithms are very seldom used in real applications (Corbin
and Bidoit, 1983). In this paper we will brie°y analyse the reasons for such a gap between
theory and practice. Linear complexity would appear to be due to the choice of the data
structures used to represent the terms and the solution (i.e. uniflcation substitution) re-
spectively, and of the control structures used for the term-visiting strategy. The resulting
algorithms lack simplicity and, moreover, when the data structures do not match those
used in the applicative context in which uniflcation is to be implemented, they require an
extra process of mapping from one representation to the other or, alternatively, auxiliary
data structures: In both cases, the usability of the algorithms is seriously undermined
(Mukai, 1983; Jafiar, 1984; Ruzicka and Privara, 1989). In practice, a more expensive
algorithm, but one which is simple and well embedded in the whole implemented system,
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is preferable especially when the application context is such that the worst case very sel-
dom, or never, occurs. Evidence of this is given by Warren Abstract Machine, which uses
a revised version of Robinson’s algorithm, with structure sharing (A˜it-Kaci, 1990; Cipri-
etti, 1995), whose behavior is similar to the quadratic time, linear space algorithm in
Corbin and Bidoit (1983).
In this paper we present a new linear uniflcation algorithm which is based on a combina-
torial system|EC-expressions|which provides abstractions for uniflcation and building
terms, computation and the presentation of uniflcation results. Studying uniflcation, it
is easy to realize that the way in which repeated variables are treated is crucial in terms
of the algorithm’s complexity (Bellia and Occhiuto, forthcoming; Jafiar, 1984). A multi-
occurring variable, in fact, states an (equivalence) relation among subterms (unifled with
that variable). In our approach this relation is explicitly maintained in the combinatorial
structure used for terms. In this way, any binding that the computation of uniflcation
states on an occurrence of a variable is propagated to all the other occurrences by the
efiect of such a relation. In particular neither variable substitution nor structure sharing
are required to support the computation. The abstraction for terms thus obtained is
independent of any speciflc supporting structures; in other words it provides an abstract
representation for terms whose implementation can be chosen according to the context
in which uniflcation is to be used. Our approach also provides abstraction for the com-
putation control by guaranteeing the linearity of performed reductions irrespective of the
subterms visiting strategy.
Another beneflt of the combinatorial approach we have chosen is that it keeps in the
same domain both the terms and the results of term uniflcations, since the former (terms)
are used as normal forms of the latter. This leads to a slightly difierent formulation
of uniflcation from that of Robinson’s (1965), in which uniflcation computes a term
morphism, or Paterson’s and Wegman’s (1978), and likewise Huet’s (1976), in which
uniflcation computes a minimal valid equivalence relation on graph vertices, or flnally
Martelli’s and Montanari’s (1982), in which uniflcation computes a solved form of an
equation system. In our approach, uniflcation of a flnite set of terms computes the least
upper bound of the terms in the set (Reynolds, 1970; Bellia and Occhiuto, 1995). This
makes the values computed by uniflcation fully compatible with the objects on which it
applies, in fact both are terms. At the same time, the computed values have a well-founded
algebraic formulation, as described in Bellia and Occhiuto (1995). Another property of
our approach is that it provides a lazy computation of uniflcation, computing a sequence
of increasingly better approximations of the result. This allows the use of uniflcation
as a lazy operator inside a more general lazy calculus. The algorithm may deal with
rational inflnite terms as well as flnite terms. The domain of flnite terms is the domain
on which uniflcation was originally conceived by Herbrand (1930). On the other hand
rational terms, which are possibly inflnite terms but with a flnite number of difierent
subterms, were introduced in Huet (1976) to apply uniflcation to type inference. Rational
terms also eliminate occur-check overheads, as pointed out in Colmerauer (1982), thus
making the uniflcation algorithm as fast as a term matching algorithm, when uniflcation is
reduced to term matching, which is often the case. In our approach, dealing with rational
inflnite terms is a consequence of the abstraction on control and is accomplished by
superimposing difierent control strategies. A control strategy constrains rule applicability
allowing, for instance, reductions to be stopped when rational inflnite terms are involved.
The combinatorial system presented in this paper extends the system of C-expressions
discussed in one of our earlier works on a combinatorial calculus for inferential pro-
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gramming systems including resolution and narrowing (Bellia and Occhiuto, 1993). The
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the preliminary deflnitions which will
be used throughout the paper. Section 3 summarizes the deflnitions and properties of
C-expressions fully developed in Bellia and Occhiuto (1993). Section 4 introduces EC-
expressions as an extension of C-expressions. Section 5 deflnes a new reduction rule
system and examines its main properties. Section 6 discusses on system complexity. Sec-
tion 7 presents a plain implementation of the system. Section 8 discusses the role of the
control strategies and data representation in obtaining difierent implementations of the
rule system. Section 9 summarizes the results and discusses future work.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we give a few essential deflnitions which are used in the rest of the paper.
A complete presentation of the problem of uniflcation, which is beyond the scope of the
paper, can be found in Jouannaud and Kirkner (1991), Lassez et al. (1988), Reynolds
(1970) and Eder (1985).
2.1. first-order terms
Let (§;V) be a free §-algebra, where § = [§i is a set of constructors indexed by
the arity i, i.e. F 2 §arity(F ), and V is a set of variables. The set of (flrst-order) terms,
§(V), includes V and is the closure of the application of constructors to terms. The
application of the constructor F 2 §n to terms h1; : : : ; hn is denoted by (Fh1 : : : hn),
where conventionally constructors begin with an upper case letter, and variable symbols
with a lower case letter. A substitution ‰ is a flnite mapping from variables into terms. The
domain of substitutions ¡ = V ! §(V) allows one to introduce the instance operator.
The instance of h under ‰ = fx1 ˆ h1; x2 ˆ h2; : : : ; xn ˆ hng, denoted as h‰, is
obtained from h by simultaneously replacing all the occurrences of each xi in h by the
hi. Substitutions allow one to deflne an instance preorder, or subsumption, • (Reynolds,
1970; Eder, 1985) on terms in the following way: for any ‰ 2 ¡ and h 2 §(V), we
have h‰ • h. The preorder becomes a partial order on §(V)=…, where … is the variant
relation. Finally §(V)=…, completed with a top, > = lub(§(V)),y and a bottom element,
? = glb(§(V)), is a complete lattice (Reynolds, 1970).
Terms are often considered as flnite ordered trees, labeled with constructors from § and
variables from V. In this context several operators can be deflned on terms (Dershowitz
and Jouannaud, 1990), we use the following:
V ars(h) computes the set of variables occurring in h. For instance if h=(Fx(GAy)),
then V ars(h) = fx; yg.
hjp, denotes the subterm of h rooted at path p. A path (represented in Dewey
decimal notation) is a sequence of positive integers which describes the path from
the outermost root symbol to the root of a subterm. We denote ‚ as the empty path
to the root. For example, if h = (Fx(GA)), then hj1 = x, hj2:1 = A, hj2 = (GA).
Moreover, when P is a set of paths and i is an index then P:i is the set fp:i s:t: p 2
Pg and hjP = fhjp s:t: p 2 Pg. For example hjf‚;2g:1 = fx;Ag.
ylub is the least upper bound and glb is the greatest lower bound.
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Paths(h) = fp j ? 6= hpg is the set of all paths which are deflned in h, for instance
if h = (Fx(GA)), then Paths(h) = f‚; 1; 2; 2:1g:
occ(h; h0) = fp j h0 = hjpg is the set of paths in h at which h0 occurs. For instance
if h = (Fx(G(Fxx))), then occ(h; x) = f1; 2:1:1; 2:1:2g.
h[p ˆ h0], denotes the term obtained by replacing in the term h the subterm
occurring at path p with the term h0. For instance if h = (Fx(GA)), then h[2:1ˆ
(FyB)] results in the term (Fx(G(FyB))). Moreover, when P is a set of paths
h[P ˆ h0] = (h[p ˆ h0])[(P¡fpg) ˆ h0]. Eventually, we also write h[t ˆ h0] for
h[occ(h; t)ˆ h0].
Hereafter, < will denote the set of all flnite paths and <! the set of flnite subsets of
<. We will reserve the letter h, possibly indexed, for terms, and the letters P , Q and R,
possibly indexed, for sets of paths.
2.2. most general instance and unification
We can extend to tuples the lattice structure §(V)=… deflned for terms. Tuples are
ordered structures of the form (h1 : : : hn), where the his are terms. Formally, §(V)⁄ is the
disjoint union, i.e. ]§(V)n, of §(V)n, where §(V)n, for each natural n, is the set of tuples
of length n. The exponent n is called the tuple order. The above deflned operations on
terms are easily extended to tuples as well. In particular, if n is the order of H, Hji for
i 2 [1; n] is the ith component of H. For example, let H = ((Ay(Cz))(By)(A0z)(Cz)),
then Hj1 = ((Ay(Cz)) and Hj2:1 = y and Hj1:2:1 = z.
An operator mgi (most general instance) (Bellia et al., 1990) can be deflned on tuples
in the following way: given a tuple H of order n, for each P µ Paths(H), mgi(P;H) =
lubfT j T < H ^ (8i; j 2 P )T ji = T jjg. An mgi problem is any problem mgi(P;H), for
arbitrary sets of paths P µ Paths(H). Given any H of order n, we say that mgi(fi j 1 •
i • ng; H) is a uniflcation problem, and solving it entails computing the H 0 = lubfT j
T < H ^ (8i; j 2 [1; n])T ji = T jjg. We say that mgi problems generalize uniflcation
problems since if H 0 6= ?, then µ = mgu(fi j 1 • i • ng; H) can be easily computed
from H 0 in the following way: µ = fx ˆ t j x 2 V ars(H) ^ x = Hjp ^ t = H 0jpg, that
is, each variable occurring in H at a path p is bounded to the term occurring in H 0 at
the same path p. The example in Figure 1 (where a directed edge from t to t0 means
t0 • t) shows a few points in the domain §(V)⁄=… which describe the computation of
H 0 = mgi(f1; 2g; H) where H = ((CAxz)(CyBz)). In this case H 0 = ((CABz)(CABz)),
and according to the subsumption relation H 0 • H. The elements of the set S = fT j
T < H^(8i; j 2 P )T ji = T jjg are the tuples enclosed in the dashed box and H 0 = lub(S).
When tuples are used as a presentation for flrst-order formulas, mgi can act as a substi-
tution rule of an inference system (Bellia and Occhiuto, 1993). For instance, let R be the
cut rule of the resolution process (for clauses presented on §(V)⁄). Let H be the presenta-
tion on §(V)⁄ of a pair of clauses (C;G), and Hji; Hjj be a pair of complementary literals
in C and G, respectively. Then mgi computes the most general instance of (C;G) for
which R applies. For example, consider the pair of clauses ((Ayy)ˆ (By);ˆ (A0z)(Cz)),
it can be represented by the following seven-element tuple H 2 §(V)⁄, H = ((Ayy) ˆ
(By)&ˆ (A0z)(Cz)). Hence mgi(f1; 6g; H) = ((A00)ˆ (B0)&ˆ (A00)(C0)). The cut
rule R is applied by reducing ((A00)ˆ (B0)&ˆ (A00)(C0)) to (ˆ (B0)(C0)).
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Figure 1. Computation of mgi(f1; 2g; ((CAxz); (CyBz))) in §(V)⁄= ….
Table 1. C-combinators.
… : §(V)n ! §(V)n (identity)
(8H 2 §(V)n);… H = H
" §a ! @ ! §(V)n ! §(V)n¡a+1 (construction)
(8Ca 2 §a; j 2 [1; n¡ a+ 1]; H 2 §(V)n);
" (Ca)(j)H = (Hj1 : : : Hjj¡1(CaHjj : : : Hjj+a¡1)Hjj+a : : : Hjn)
Eq[ ; ] : @ £ @ ! §(V)n ! §(V)n (equality)
(8i • j 2 [1; n]; H 2 §(V)n)
Eq[i; j]H = mgi(fi; jg; H)
3. C-expressions and Tuples
As already mentioned, the combinatorial representation of uniflcation problems is cen-
tral to our approach and is based on our earlier work on equational logic programming.
In particular, EC-expressions will be introduced as an extension of C-expressions. Hence,
in this section we recall the main deflnition and properties of C-expressions, referring to
Bellia and Occhiuto (1993) for a complete presentation.
3.1. definition of C-expressions
C-expressions are any compositions of the operators in Table 1. Such operators are
called C-combinators and are applied to tuples thus producing new tuples. Combinator
… is the identity. Construction ", applied to an a-arity constructor Ca and to an index
j, replaces the terms Hjj ; : : : ; Hjj+a¡1 with the term having Ca as the main constructor
and such terms as arguments. Equality Eq is the mgi operator previously mentioned. All
the combinators compute ? when applied to ?. In addition Eq[i; j]H results in ? when
Hji; Hjj are not uniflable inbetween. From an algebraic point of view, C-expressions are
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Table 2. Deflnition of ·.
var: · (V n) = …
if occ(V; V jk) = fkg 81 • k • n
funct: · (V m¡1(CaHa)H) = "(Ca;m) · (V m¡1HaH)
mul: · (V [j ˆ V ji]) = Eq[i; j]· (V )
if i < j ^ occ(V; V jk) = fkg 81 • k • j • n
where V nis any tuple of n variables ;
Ha is a tuple of a terms (a ‚ 0);
H is any tuple.
a monoid with the functional composition as the binary operation and … as the identity
(Bellia and Occhiuto, 1993). Hereafter, possibly indexed, T will denote C-expressions.
3.2. mapping terms into C-expressions
Tuples can be mapped into C-expressions through a mapping ·, which associates con-
structions with constructors, Eq with multiple occurrences of variables and … with dis-
tinct variables. The formal deflnition of · is given in Table 2. For instance, if H is a
tuple of four terms with constructors A2, B1, C1, 00,
H = ((Ayy)(By)(A0z)(Cz)); then
·(H) = "(A; 1)"(B; 3)"(A; 4)"(0; 4)"(C; 5)Eq[1; 2]Eq[2; 3]Eq[4; 5]…:
Hereafter, for notational convenience, we will write Ca(j) instead of "(Ca; j), [i; j]
instead of Eq[i; j], and omit …. Hence the C-expression, deflned above, becomes
·(H) = A(1)B(3)A(4)0(4)C(5)[1; 2][2; 3][4; 5]:
· behaves like a variable abstraction operator on tuples of terms (where tuples are uni-
versally quantifled). In particular, if H is any tuple with n (not necessarily distinct)
occurrences of variables, then for arbitrary tuples V n of n distinct variables the applica-
tion of ·(H) to V n computes a variant of H, i.e. ·(H)V n … H. Moreover, · maps tuples
into a proper subset of C-expressions, called CEƒ. CEƒ-expressions, are such that all
Eqs occur after any construction.
Compared with tuples, C-expressions have a very compact algebraic structure and the
two following appealing features. The variant relation … on (§;V)⁄ (Eder, 1985) becomes
a congruence » on C-expressions, when we deflne T1 » T2 ifi T1H … T2H for each tuple
H. The congruence » is fundamental for the calculus on C-expressions, as described in
Bellia and Occhiuto (1993), since it is based on the replacement of C-expressions with
congruent and simpler C-expressions. The second appealing feature is in the subsumption
ordering • on §(V)⁄ which becomes composition ordering on C-expressions, i.e. TT 0 • T
for each C-expression T and T 0. Hence C-expressions were used as a variable free abstract
syntax for tuples and we characterized uniflcation on C-expressions without resorting to
the structure of substitutions (Bellia and Occhiuto, 1993). The semi-lattice CEƒ= » is
isomorphic to the semi-lattice (§(V)⁄¡f?g)=…. This means that a not undeflned tuple
corresponds to any CEƒ-expression, and vice versa. Outside CEƒ, C-expressions yield
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the computation of mgi and the solution of the corresponding uniflcation/instantiation
problems. Such a computation can result in a deflned tuple or in ?.
3.3. unification as reduction of C-expressions
Let ·(H) be any CEƒ-expression. T = Eq[i; j]·(H) is thus an mgi problem based on C-
expressions. Solving it entails flnding a CEƒ-expression T 0 » T ifi fHji; Hjjg is uniflable.
Otherwise, an equivalent CEƒ-expression cannot be found, thus denoting failure. Bellia
and Occhiuto (1993) provide C-expressions with a reduction rule system which computes
T 0 if any. The idea on which the system is based is to shift to the right (end) of the
C-expression the equality occurring at the beginning. Roughly, a reduction takes into
account an equality and the adjacent constructor. If the constructor and the equality do
not insist on the same indices, the indices are updated to allow the right shift. Conversely,
if the two combinators do insist on the same indices a new construction and, possibly,
new equalities are inserted to instantiate and propagate uniflcation on corresponding
descendants. The resulting system solves mgi problems with a complexity which is, in
the worst case, exponential in time and space with the size of the input H (i.e. the number
of indices in T ), similarly to Robinson’s (1965) flrst algorithm. Another limitation of this
reduction system is that there is no provision for rational inflnite terms.
In the next section we show how to overcome both problems by extending C-expressions
and reformulating the entire rule system.
4. Extended C-expressions
4.1. extended combinators
The extended combinators are deflned in Table 3, as functions on tuples. At a syntactic
level, they extend combinators of C-expressions in two ways:
(a) arguments are sets,
(b) paths instead of indices occur in the arguments.
Point (a) is syntactic sugar which allows grouping, into a single combinator, compositions
of equalities which share one of the indices, as well as compositions of constructions with
the same constructor. Point (b) extends constructions with flltering features (see cases 2
and 3 of the deflnition in Table 3) which check the tuples for the occurrence of the
constructor at the positions indicated in the paths. Hence, the EC-combinators are such
that:
… (identity), maps identically §-tuples into §-tuples.
"(Ca)(P ) (construction), usually denoted as Ca(P ), applies to a constructor Ca of
arity a, to a set P of paths, and maps tuples into tuples (which are the most general
ones among the instances) whose subterms at paths in the set P have Ca as their main
constructor.
Eq(P ) (equality), usually denoted as [P ], applies to a set of paths P , and maps tuples
into tuples (which are the most general ones among the instances) whose subterms at
paths in the set P are equal.
Hereafter, we will use, possibly indexed, X for the combinator Eq and for the combi-
nator "(Ca), for arbitrary construction Ca; and, possibly indexed, F will be used for
EC-expressions.
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Table 3. EC-combinators.
… : §(V)n ! §(V)n (identity)
": §a ! <! ! §(V)n ! §(V)n (construction)
Eq : <! ! §(V)n ! §(V)n (equality)
… H = H
" (Ca) (P[ fpg )H =
8>>>>><>>>>>:
" (Ca(P) (H[xˆ Ca(x1 : : : xa)])
if Hjp = x 2 V ars(H) ^ x1; : : : ; xa 2 V ¡ V ars(H)
" (Ca) (P) H if Hjp = Ca(Hjp:1 : : : Hjp:a)
? if Hjp = C 0a0(Hjp:1 : : : Hjp:a) ^ C 0a0 6= Ca
Eq[P]H = mgi(P;H)
4.2. EC-expressions and the congruence ’
EC-expressions are any composition (–) of extended combinators. However, the use of
sets as arguments of combinators and its interpretation as a composition makes composi-
tion on EC-expressions a commutative operator. This is shown in Table 4 which contains
the inference rules for the application of EC-expressions to tuples. In particular, the rules
constr and eqns show that combinators on a set can be replaced by a composition of
combinators on subsets of it, according to point (a) above. Rule comm says that any
commutation of EC-expressions computes identically, i.e. the order in which combinators
apply is no longer relevant, and EC-expressions are a commutative monoid. Hereafter,
we will use possibly indexed F for EC-expressions, moreover, for notational convenience,
symbol – will be omitted. We can use the rules in Table 4 as reduction rules for the
computation of the application of EC-expressions to tuples. For example:
[1; 2]S1(1; 3)A0(2:1) (x y z)
+ by comm, constr and deflnition of construction
[1; 2]A0(2:1) ((S x0) y (S z0))
+ by comm and deflnition of equality
A0(2:1) ((S x0) (S x0) (S z0))
+ by deflnition of construction
((S A) (S A) (S z0))
Let F be any EC-expression, and H any tuple. Then the application of F to H, i.e.
F H, computes a tuple H 0 in §⁄, if any, which is the most general instance of H which
satisfles all equalities in F and has all constructors indicated by the constructions in
F . As a matter of fact, not for all H in §⁄ is each F such that F H computes a tuple
in §⁄. However, when F H does compute a tuple, i.e. FH 2 §⁄, we have the following
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Table 4. Inference rules for the application.
comm X1(P )H) H1 X2(Q)H1) H2
(X1(P ) – X2(Q))H) H2
X1(P )H1) H2 X2(Q)H) H1
(X1(P ) – X2(Q))H) H2
constr Ca(P )H) H1 Ca(Q)H1) H2
Ca(P [Q)H) H2
eqns [P ]H) H1 [Q]H1) H2 P \Q 6= fg
[P [Q]H) H2
congruence relation:
(8H s.t. FH 2 §⁄); F’F 0 iff FH … F 0H:
Note that since the congruence is symmetric, F’F 0 only if fH j FH 2 §⁄g = fH j F 0H 2
§⁄g. Moreover we require FH … F 0H instead of FH = F 0H because we are working
on variants rather than on tuples. Hence ’ will be used to model, on EC-expressions,
the variant relation … on tuples. If necessary, the inference rules in Table 4 can be easily
reformulated into rules for the congruence, even though, in such a case, they would not
deflne a complete inference system.
4.3. mapping C-expressions into EC-expressions
A mapping E from C-expressions into EC-expressions is given in Table 5. For this
purpose the following two operators have been used:
Compactification.y X ' F computes the EC-expressions obtained by F 0 = X – F
replacing all constructions X1(P1); : : : ;Xk(Pk) occurring in F 0 with X (P1 [ ¢ ¢ ¢ [ Pk) if
Xi = Xj = X for 1 • i; j • k, and all equalities X (P1); : : : ;X (Pk) occurring in F 0 with
X (P1 [ ¢ ¢ ¢ [ Pk) if Pi \ Pj 6= fg for 1 • j • k.
Replacement. Ffp ˆ p0g computes the EC-expression obtained by F replacing, for
each pair of paths p, p0, each occurrence of p in F with p0.
A step-by-step example of the computation of the mapping is given below for the
expression C2(1)[1; 2]S1(1):
E(C2(1)[1; 2]S1(1)) = C2(1)' (E([1; 2]S1(1))f1ˆ 1:1; 2ˆ 1:2g)
= C2(1)[1:1; 1:2]S1(1:1):
yThis operator is similar to the one deflned in Martelli and Montanari (1982) for sets of multi-equations.
One difierence is that our compactiflcation involves constructions in addition to equalities. Moreover,
the algebraic framework is difierent and, in this respect, our operator behaves like a generalization of
composition and can be expressed in terms of it:
X (P )'X 0(Q) – F =
‰ X (P [Q)' F if P \Q 6= fg ^ X = X 0
X (Q) – (X (P )' F ) otherwise.
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Table 5. Deflnition of E.
E(Ca(i)T ) = Ca(i)' (E(T )f(i+ j ¡ 1):pˆ qg)
E([i; j]T ) = [i; j]' E(T )
where q =
‰
i:j:p for 1 • j • a
(i+ j ¡ a):p for j > a
The transformation E maps C-constructions into EC-constructions, and C-equalities
into EC-equalities. In this way, each construction Cb(j), in T , at an index j, corresponds
to a construction Cb in E(T ) at path q. The path q depends on the index j and on the
structure of the composition in which Cb(j) is nested. When T occurs as a right-hand
expression of a composition Ca(i)T , the replacement, involved in the deflnition of E ,
computes the path q of each construction, Cb(j) (and equality) in E(T ). In this case, in
fact, the C-combinator Ca(i) would map, given any H, all terms (TH)ji : : : (TH)ji+a¡1
into subterms of ((Ca(i)T )H)ji. So that all constructions (and equalities) in E(T ) which
apply to a path i; : : : ; i+a¡1 must have in E(Ca(i)T ) such paths replaced by i:1; : : : ; i:a.
Hence we have the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let T be any C-expression and Ca be any constructor. Then, T contains a
C-construction Ca at an index i, ifi E(T ) contains EC-construction Ca at a path p and
p is such that, for all H over which T ranges, (TH)jp is a term with Ca as its main
constructor.
The following theorem derives from the deflnition of E and from the properties of the
congruences » and ’ on C-expressions and EC-expressions, respectively.
Theorem 1. Let T1 and T2 be two CEƒ-expressions. Then
T1 » T2 iff E(T1)’E(T2):
Proof. Since T1 and T2 are CEƒ-expressions, their form is C1 –E1, C2 –E2 respectively,
where C1, C2 are compositions of constructions alone and E1, E2 are compositions of
equalities alone. Then by deflnition of E and since » is a congruence, the proof can be
reduced to proving separately:
C1 » C2 iff E(C1)’E(C2): (4.1)
E1 » E2 iff E(E1)’E(E2): (4.2)
Consider sentence (4.1). If C1 is a single construction then C2 must be exactly the same
and the sentence holds. Otherwise, let C1 = Ca(i) –Cr1 , C2 = Cb(j) –Cr2 for i 6= j. Since
C1 » C2, the C-expression Cr1 must contain a construction Cb(j0) and, analogously, Cr2
must contain Ca(i0) (Bellia and Occhiuto, 1993). Moreover, since Ca(i) and Cb(j) are left-
hand expressions in the composition of C1 and C2, respectively, then, for any H, Ca and
Cb are the main constructors of the terms (C1H)ji … (C2H)ji and (C1H)jj … (C2H)jj .
By Lemma 1, both E(C1) and E(C2) contain the EC-construction Ca at path i and the
EC-construction Cb at path j. Hence E(C1) and E(C2) contain only constructions and
these are all the same. Finally, by deflnition of EC-construction, we note that for two
EC-expressions, E(C1) and E(C2), containing only constructions, E(C1)’E(C2) ifi E(C1)
and E(C2) difier only in terms of a permutation of the constructions.
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The proof of sentence (4.2) is similar and quite immediate since E and E(E) difier
only in terms of compactiflcation.
4.4. ECEƒ normal form
A mapping ·L from tuples to EC-expressions can now be easily deflned as the compo-
sition of · and E , i.e. ·L = E·. Given any H, ·L(H) has as many equalities as there are
difierent variables occurring more than once in H. In addition, ·L(H) contains as many
constructions as there are difierent constructions symbols in H. For instance,
H = ((Ayy)(By)(A0z)(Cz))
·(H) = A(1)B(3)A(4)0(4)C(5)[1; 2][2; 3][4; 5]
·L(H) = [f1:1; 1:2; 2:1g][f3:2; 4:1g]A(f1; 3g)B(f2g)0(f3:1g)C(f4g):
Analogously to ·, ·L maps tuples into a proper subset of EC-expressions, called ECEƒ.
We say that F is in ECEƒ normal form ifi all the following conditions hold:
(1) each pair of constructions Ca(P ) and C 0a(Q) applies to difierent constructors, i.e.
Ca 6= C 0a and P \Q = fg
(2) each pair of equalities [P ], [Q], is such that P \Q = fg.
(3) for each equality [P ] there is at most one Ca(Q) such that P \Q 6= fg. In this case
P \Q is a singleton set.
Let H be any tuple and F = ·L(H). Condition (1) states that the ECEƒ-expression F
contains only one occurrence of each Ca appearing in H. Of course, difierent constructions
must insist on difierent paths (P \Q = fg). Condition (2) states that equalities deflne a
partition on paths, so that all paths in the same class are collected into a single equality.
Condition (3) states that for each equality there is at most one construction which shares
paths with the equality. Moreover, condition (3) requires that only one path that appears
in the equality also appears in the construction (P \Q is a singleton set).
4.5. rational terms and EC-expressions
The calculus of EC-expressions is not a merely syntactic extension of C-expressions. As
a matter of fact, ECEƒ contains a presentation for rational terms as well, i.e. terms which
may have inflnitely many symbols but only a flnite set of subterms. As an example, see
(recursively deflned) term t = (Fat) in Figure 2 which has only two distinct subterms:
itself and the term a. Rational terms can be flnitely represented by rational trees which
are directed graphs that merge all the roots of the same subtrees. In EC-expressions they
are expressed by equalities which collect all the paths to the roots of such subtrees. For
example, the graph and the EC-expression in Figure 3 represent the term t deflned above.
The extension of §(V)⁄ to rational terms and of uniflcation on terms to uniflcation on
rational terms, mgu!, is discussed in Huet (1976) and Colmerauer (1982). According to
this extension, we can, correspondingly, extend mgi to mgi! deflning mgi!(P;H) = Hµ
for µ = mgu!(P;H) and P any subset of paths in H.
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Figure 2. A rational tree for t = (Fat).
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Figure 3. A dag for a EC-expression for t = (Fat).
Table 6. The reduction system RL for uniflcation.
[Q] – F – [P ]!RL F – [Q [ P ] merge
if P \Q 6= fg
[Q] – F – Ca(R)!RL [Q] – F – Ca(R¡ P 0) – [P:1] – : : : – [P:a] reduce
if R \Q = P 0 [ fig = P ^ P 0 6= fg
5. A Linear Reduction System for mgi
An mgi problem can now be formulated in EC-expressions. Let H be any tuple, F be
an ECEƒ-expression such that F’·L(H), and P µ Paths(H) be any subset of paths in
H. Then [P ]F is an mgi problem based on EC-expressions. Solving [P ]F entails flnding
an ECEƒ-expression F 0 such that F 0’·L(mgi(P;H)) = [P ]·L(H). In this section we
provide EC-expressions with a reduction system for mgi problems which is linear with
the symbols in H. The system consists of the two rules shown in Table 6. F – X (P ) can
be read as an EC-expression containing F and the combinator X (P ).
A parallel with the rules for Tree Syntactic Uniflcation (TSU) (Jouannaud and Kirkner,
1991) can be useful to understand the extent of the rule. Merge incorporates the rules
Coalesce and Eliminate of TSU, which both deal with the substitution in a tuple H of
a variable x with a subterm t of H, i.e. H[xˆ t]. In EC-expressions this substitution is
expressed by issuing an equality on the set of occurrences of x in H, i.e. P = fp s:t: Hjp =
xg and the occurrence of the subterm t, i.e. q such that Hjq = t, i.e. [P [ fqg]. When
q has already occurred in an equality [Q] , i.e. q 2 Q, merge involves the entire set Q,
so we have [P [ Q]. Our second rule, reduce, incorporates Decompose of TSU, which
propagates uniflcation from terms to corresponding subterms. Note that P \R needs to
be split into P 0[fig because at least one path needs to be left as an argument of Ca. The
remaining rules of TSU are implicitly obtained by the reduction process into the normal
form, which may stop with an irreducible EC-expression. In particular, rule Con°ict of
TSU corresponds to an irreducible EC-expression having two constructions Ca(P ) and
Cb(Q) such that P \Q 6= fg (see Section 5.3 for an example of functor mismatch).
A reduction of an EC-expression F produces a new EC-expression F 0 obtained by
applying one of the two rules, merge or reduce, to F . A reduction step is denoted
F !RL F 0. Let F0 = [P ]F be an mgi problem, the system is applied and always produces
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a flnite sequence F0 !RL F1 !RL F2 !RL : : : !RL Fn, of reductions. Fn(n ‚ 0), also
denoted R⁄L([P ]F ), is (RL-)irreducible, that is no rule applies to it, and we will see that
an EC-expression is irreducible in RL ifi it is either an ECEƒ-expression or it corresponds
to a failure.
We now show an example of RL-reduction, choosing the same example in Paterson
and Wegman (1978), where (A(Bv)(Cuv)) is unifled with (A(Bw)(Cw(Dxy))). This
uniflcation entails computing
mgi(f1; 2g((A(Bv)(Cuv))(A(Bw)(Cw(Dxy))))):
For readability, in the following reductions, redexes are underlined and the notation is
simplifled omitting separator dots in the paths.
F = [1; 2]·L((A(Bv)(Cuv))(A(Bw)(Cw(Dxy))))
[1; 2]A(1; 2)B(11; 21)C(12; 22)D(222)[111; 122][211; 221]
[1; 2]A(1)[11; 21][12; 22]B(11; 21)C(12; 22)D(222)[111; 122][211; 221]
[1; 2]A(1)[11; 21][12; 22]B(11)[111; 211]C(12; 22)D(222)[111; 122][211; 221]
[1; 2]A(1)[11; 21][12; 22]B(11)C(12; 22)D(222)[111; 122; 211; 221]
[1; 2]A(1)[11; 21][12; 22]B(11)C(12)[121; 221][122; 222]D(222)[111; 122; 211; 221]
[1; 2]A(1)[11; 21][12; 22]B(11)C(12)D(222)[111; 121; 122; 211; 221; 222] = F 0:
F 0 is irreducible, because merge obviously cannot apply, and reduce does not since all
constructors apply to singleton sets. Moreover, let µ = mgufHj1; Hj2g, then
H 0 = mgi(f1; 2g; H)
= (A(B(Dxy))(C(Dxy)(Dxy)))(A(B(Dxy))(C(Dxy)(Dxy)))
… Hµ
and for the correctness of RL, we have F 0’·L(H 0).
5.1. soundness
The soundness of RL straightforwardly comes from the ’ congruence of the left- and
right-hand sides of!RL in each rule. In particular, the flrst rule merges a pair of equalities
sharing paths into a single equality. The second rule replaces Ca(R) by Ca(R¡P 0), adding
the equalities [fj:1jj 2 P 0 [ figg] – ¢ ¢ ¢ – [fj:ajj 2 P 0 [ figg] to guarantee the equivalence.
Each equality thus shares at most one path with a construction.
5.2. termination
Termination comes from the fact that merge and reduce apply flnitely many times.
In fact, RL never creates new constructions. Reduce is applied by removing at least one
path from a construction, and paths in a construction are flnitely many. Merge is applied
by removing at least one equality, and the equalities in each F , which may result from
reduce, are flnitely many.
Finally, when merge does not apply, then condition (2) of ECEƒ is satisfled. Further,
if reduce does not apply either, then either F is an ECEƒ-expression or it contains at
least one equality which violates condition (3). In this case a mismatch is detected.
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Theorem 2. For each H of order n, and each set P of paths in H,
R⁄L([P ]·L(H))’·L(mgi(P;H))
if fHji s:t: i 2 Pg is uniflable. Otherwise R⁄L([P ]·L(H)) is not an ECEƒ-expression that
points out the reasons for the failure.
5.3. functor mismatches
Note that when mgufHji j i 2 Pg fails due to a functor mismatch, then RL stops
with an irreducible EC-expression containing an equality which shares paths with two
difierent constructions. Such an EC-expression is not in ECEƒ form and an ECEƒ-
expression equivalent to it does not exist. This denotes a failure. For instance, if we
attempt the uniflcation of (Ry) with (Sx) we have ·L((Ry)(Sx)) = R(1)S(2) and
R⁄L([1; 2]R(1)S(2)) = [1; 2]R(1)S(2) which is not reducible any further.
5.4. rational terms
Finally, when uniflcation involves rational terms, RL flnds a rational ECEƒ-expression,
i.e. an EC-expression in ECEƒ form that has at least one equality containing both a
path and a su–x of it. For instance, if we attempt the uniflcation of x with (Sx) we have
·L(x(Sx)) = [1; 2:1]S(2) and R⁄L([1; 2][1; 2:1]S(2)) = [1; 2; 2:1]S(2) by merge.
5.5. laziness and partially evaluated expressions
The notions of data streams and non-strict evaluation can simplify writing a pro-
gram (see lazy functional languages and languages which integrate functional and logic
paradigms). Non-normal EC-expressions may be used to denote terms which contain
data streams as well as values computed by possibly non-terminating computations
(Hansson et al., 1982). These expressions cannot be reduced to normal forms, but we
can transform them into non-normal forms containing a greater normal part which can
be used in the rest of the computation. For example, consider the computation of the
mgi(f1:1; 1:2g(P (CYf )(CYg))) where C and P are constructors and Yf , Yg are variables
which are bound to the values computed by two, possibly divergent, functions f(t1)
and g(t2) on terms. This can be denoted by the EC-expression [1:1; 1:2]P (1)C(1:1; 1:2).
The computation of mgi can then be driven by the approximation we need, producing
[1:1; 1:2]P (1)C(1:1)[1:1:1; 1:2:1] which is a still a denotation for terms. Ultimately, data
streams and non-strict computations extend the domain of terms with terms such as
(CA?). EC-expressions provide a denotation for such terms and RL is adequate for a
demand driven computation which selects only the rule we need for the required approx-
imation.
6. Complexity of RL
Let F be an ECEƒ-expression and N be the number of paths occurring in F . We show
that any mgi problem [P ]F is solved in O(N) reduction steps by applying RL rules.
Let R be the set of paths in F , and R⁄ be the minimum set which includes R and
the set fj:i j j 2 Q ^ i 2 [1; a]g for each Ca(Q) occurring in F . Let H be a tuple such
that ·L(H)’F , and M be the number of symbols in H. M is thus the number of paths
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in R⁄ and M ‚ N . The values of M and N are bounds for the number of times reduce
and merge can be applied.
Reduce is applied by removing at least one path from a construction. Hence it is applied
no more than the number C of paths in the constructions, C • N .
Merge is applied by removing at least one equality. Hence, it is applied no more than
the number of equalities occurring in F plus those generated by reduce. The latter ones
are bound to the number of paths in the constructions, hence at most M .
Lemma 2. Let H be any tuple containing M symbols, and [P ]·L(H) be any mgi problem
on H. Thus [P ]·L(H) is reduced in O(M) applications of RL rules.
Lemma 3. Let H be any tuple containing M symbols, each uniflcation problem on H can
be solved in O(M) steps using RL.
The bound O(M) was obtained without any constraints on the order in which the
rules can be applied. This bound can be reduced to O(N) if we apply a strategy in which
merge is always applied flrst. In this strategy merge never applies to a pair of equalities
both obtained by reduce.
The complexity of RL is O(N) if the application of each rule has O(1) cost. In fact, this
cost depends on the implementation of the operations of intersection and union on sets of
paths. In our straightforward implementation, brie°y discussed in the next section, such
sets are union-flnd trees (Aho et al., 1986; Tarjan, 1975), and the complexity obtained
with our implementation is fi(N) ⁄O(N).
7. Implementation
To give a more concrete view of how the system works, we now show an implementation,
based on graph rewriting, of the two rules of system RL. We limit the implementation
of combinators to what is strictly necessary. In fact, a full implementation requires the
introduction of reduction machines like the ones in Bellia and Occhiuto (1993), and also
involves rules for function application and composition.
An ECEƒ-expression F is represented by a collection of union-flnd trees,y where each
tree represents an equality and each vertex represents a path occurring in F . For each
vertex, Figure 4, the following flelds are available:
constr name of the constructor which applies to such vertex ( 6= NIL only for roots of
union-flnd trees);
u-f pointer to the father in the union-flnd tree (6= NIL only for non-roots of union-flnd
trees);
sons list of pointers to direct su–xes;z
yFor the reader’s convenience we recall that collections of union-flnd trees (Tarjan, 1975) represent
disjoint sets or equivalence classes (classes of a partition). Each class is a tree where the root is the
representative (element of the class). Basic operations on union-flnd trees are flnd and union. Find
applies to an element and computes the representative (root) of the class which the element belongs
to. Union applies to two classes and merges them by choosing, from the two roots, the new root of the
resulting class (by appropriately setting pointers in the tree).
zp:i is a direct su–x of p (or conversely p is a direct preflx of p:i) if p is any path and i is any positive
integer.
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p
constr u-f sons weight
Figure 4. Structure of a vertex representing path p.
weight depth of the union-flnd tree (necessary to maintain balanced trees).
Let H be the tuple ((Sx)(S0)) and F = ·L(H) = S(1; 2)0(2:1)[1:1; 3]. Suppose we
want to compute mgi(f1; 2g; F ) = [1; 2]T . Figure 5 shows the collection of union-flnd
trees representing ·L(H). The equality originated by the mgi operation, hereafter called
unsolved, is represented as a double box whose elements are the list of paths in the
example f1,2g. Note that the unsolved equalities are implemented in a difierent way
from the equalities, called solved. In fact, solved equalities are represented by the union-
flnd trees: Pointers u-f in each vertex maintain the linked structure of such trees. The
reduction process transforms unsolved equalities into solved ones, possibly generating
new unsolved equalities. It consists in an iteration of the following steps:
(1) Select an unsolved equality, according to the control strategy.
(2) Try merge. This is accomplished by performing a flnd operation for each element
of the unsolved equality. Depending on the result the following cases occur:
† the flnd operations result in difierent vertices but at most one has a constructor.
Then union is performed on such vertices. Merge is completed, hence we return
to step 1 for a further reduction.
† the flnd operations result in difierent vertices and more than one has a con-
structor. Then we can apply step 3, which tries rule reduce.
(3) Try reduce,
† if at least two vertices have a difierent constructor then the process stops: the
C-expression is no longer reducible but it is not an ECEƒ (Uniflcation generates
a mismatch).
† if all vertices have the same constructor then, depending on the weight fleld,
one of them is chosen, as the representative, and a union is performed. Unsolved
equalities are generated for those elements which have corresponding descen-
dants. Reduce is completed, hence we return to step 1 for a further reduction.
In the example above, step 1 selects the unique unsolved equality [1,2]. Step 2 performs
find(1) = 1 and find(2) = 2. Both vertices 1 and 2 have S as their constructor, hence
step 3 performs a union on the union-flnd trees of 1 and 2. Suppose 1 is chosen as the
representative, the pointer u-f of 2 is set to 1. The constructor S in vertex 2 is deleted. The
unsolved equality [1.1, 2.1] is generated, traversing flelds sons of 1 and 2.y The situation
resulting after the flrst reduction is shown in Figure 6. For the second reduction, step
1 selects the unique unsolved equality [1.1,2.1], step 2 performs find(1:1) = 1:1 and
find(2:1) = 2:1. Since only 2.1 has a constructor a union is performed to complete
yNote that, in the case in which only vertex 2 had sons, the unsolved equality would not have been
generated but pointers to sons of vertex 2 would have been deleted and written in vertex 1, which is the
representative of the class.
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Figure 5. [1; 2]S(1; 2)0(2:1)[1:1; 3].
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2.1 0 NIL NIL 1
Figure 6. First reduction step: [1; 2]S(1)[1:1; 2:1]0(2:1)[1:1; 3].
merge. Because of the fleld weight, 1.1 is chosen as the root, hence the pointer u-f of 2.1
is set to 1.1. The constructor 0 in vertex 2.1 is deleted and is written in vertex 1.1. The
structure resulting after the second and last reduction, representing the ECEƒ-expression
computed, is shown in Figure 7.
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1 S NIL 2
?
1.1 0 NIL NIL 2
3 NIL 1
6
2 1
?
 
?
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6 
Figure 7. [1; 2]S(1)[1:1; 2:1; 3]0(1:1)’((S0)(S0)0).
8. Exploiting Difierent Control Strategies
Deriving implementations of EC-expressions and of system RL, we can use difierent
data structures or exploit difierent control strategies which are basic for the good behav-
ior of well known (linear) uniflcation algorithms. Firstly, we consider Paterson’s linear
algorithm. In this case we represent ECEƒ-expressions with graphs whose vertices, Fig-
ure 8, have a structure quite similar to the one adopted in the previous section. The
second fleld, called equiv, is in this case a list of undirected edges representing unmarked
(unsolved) equalities. The graph G representing the example in the previous section is
shown in Figure 9. Superimposing the control strategy of Paterson and Wegman’s algo-
rithm means that reduce is only applied to equalities which correspond to root classes,
if any, and such equalities are then marked as solved (or, equivalently, the vertices of G,
which are in correspondence to the paths occurring in such equalities, are disconnected).
An equality corresponds to a root class ifi its set of paths contains no path which is a
su–x of a path occurring in an unmarked equality. In the simple example in Figure 9 only
the equality [1,2] corresponds to a root class. Hence [1,2]S(f1,2g) is reduced generating
[1.1,2.1], represented as an undirected edge in this implementation, see Figure 10, and
[1,2] is marked solved. Note that this implementation leads to a natural embedding of
merge into reduce. In fact, when equalities are implemented as linked structures of undi-
rected edges, then [P ]–[Q] is the same as [P [Q] for P \Q 6= fg and merge has a constant
cost. Finally, this control strategy constrains reduce to be applied when an equality, cor-
responding to a root class, exists. As a consequence, it stops reductions when an inflnite
rational term is involved. We have thus obtained an implementation of Paterson and
Wegman’s algorithm. It is not di–cult to show that our rules have now complexity O(N)
and unify only on flnite terms. This is not surprising since it is a consequence of the
superimposed visiting strategy.
As another example, we could adopt a control strategy which concurrently applies
reductions to all possible redexes which do not generate a con°ict, i.e. do not involve
the same equalities. In this case a parallel algorithm, quite similar to the one deflned in
Barklund (1990), is obtained if we use union-flnd trees to represent ECEƒ-expressions.
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p
constr equiv sons
Figure 8. Structure of a vertex representing path p.
1 S
?
 
1.1 x NIL
3 x NIL
2 S
?
2.1 0 NIL NIL
Figure 9. [1; 2]S(1; 2)0(2:1)[1:1; 3].
1 S
?
 
 
1.1 x NIL
3 x NIL
2
?
2.1 0 NIL
 
Figure 10. [1; 2]S(1)[1:1; 2:1; 3]0(2:1).
9. Conclusions
In this paper we have introduced a two-rule reduction system for the lazy computation
of uniflcation. The most meaningful properties of the approach are:
(1) the deflnition of a system which has linear complexity in time and in space and is
fully abstract, i.e. each rule shows all it needs to compute at the estimated cost;
(2) the introduction of combinators as functions on terms for constructor building and
testing and for variable instantiation, which provides abstractions for terms;
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(3) the use of a speciflc combinator for the most general instance, mgi, which allows
using EC-expressions as denotations for uniflcation problems;
(4) the computation of uniflcation as a normal form reduction process of EC-expressions,
which is at the basis of the following two points;
(5) the choice of ECEƒ as the normal form of EC-expressions, which allows one to deal
with cyclic structures and to cope with uniflcation on rational terms;
(6) the use of EC-expressions as the denotation for expressing each step of the compu-
tation of the uniflcation process, which allows EC-expressions to be used as partially
evaluated uniflcations in lazy calculi.
Uniflcation is the kernel of any inference system, and obtaining a very e–cient mech-
anism to compute uniflcation is the key point for the implementation of machines for
such systems. Attempts in this direction have deeply in°uenced the logic programming
community since its origins (Moto-Oka, 1982) and also led to the design of a chip for
uniflcation (Robinson, 1985). We believe that our work is a contribution to the deflnition
of reduction machines (Berkling, 1975) since it incorporates e–cient devices for term
building and uniflcation. Moreover, the introduction of partially evaluated uniflcations
extends uniflcation to a lazy operator that is able to cope with:
† possibly inflnite computations (Friedman and Wise, 1976), as is the case when
non-strict functions on terms are admitted,
† I/O and inflnite data (Barendregt, 1990), as is the case when terms are extended
with streams (Falaschi and Levi, 1990),
† computation control (Jafiar and Maher, 1994), as is the case when forward cutting
of failure search trees is required,
† terms containing interpreted symbols (Hullot, 1980), as is the case of uniflcation
modulo an equational theory E.
There are many papers in the literature which deserve to be cited for their contribution
to the theory, extensions and building procedures to e–ciently compute uniflcation. The
Jouannaud and Kirkner’s (1991) paper is fundamental reading on the subject. However,
to the best of our knowledge, our system is the only one which is based on a combinatorial
approach and, at the same time, provides reduction rules which compute uniflcation at a
linear cost. It would be very interesting to extend our combinatory approach to obtain a
uniform framework, like the ones in Jouannaud and Kirkner (1991) and Rydeheard and
Burstall (1986), to express uniflcation on non trivial theories (including commutativity,
associativity and higher order).
This work is part of a project aimed at designing a reduction machine for the integration
of functional computation and inference systems. The attempt to formalize a good notion
of reduction based on combinators seemed to be hopelessly ine–cient, especially for
uniflcation (Bellia and Occhiuto, 1993). This work shows that this is not the case. In the
meantime, other projects with the same aim are under development and we refer to a
recent paper of Lipton and Chapman (forthcoming) for a discussion on the state of the
art.
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